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Abstract 

Energy systems (ES) are seriously affected by climate variability since energy demand and supply are dependent 
on atmospheric conditions at several time scales and by the impact of severe extreme weather events (EWEs). EWEs 
affect ES and can cause partial or total blackouts due to energy supply disruptions. These events significantly impact 
essential infrastructures and are considered one of the main causes of wide-area electrical disturbances worldwide. 
A comprehensive review is carried out based on 210 published studies using searches from Scopus and Google 
Scholar databases, to assess the impacts of EWEs—such as extreme storms, wind, and lightning events, heat, or cold 
waves, and freezing—on ES and their associated infrastructures—production, transmission, and distribution—world-
wide, with a particular focus on wind energy systems (WES). Strategies and measures are critically reviewed and syn-
thesized to minimize and mitigate the impact of EWEs, protect, and adapt the systems to maintain regular operations 
even when these events occur. Finally, physical modifications to systems and the incorporation of new technologi-
cal solutions such as energy storage systems (ESS), distributed energy systems (DES), and microgrids, can enhance 
the network resilience and mitigate the EWEs effects.

Highlights 

• Extreme weather events (EWEs) have a major impact on energy systems (ES).
• Wind energy systems are particularly affected by EWEs.
• Measures and new solutions are needed to minimize the impacts of EWEs on the ES.
• ES need to be adapted to maintain normal operation during the occurrence of EWEs.
• EWEs are now a great challenge to researchers and engineers.
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Introduction
Energy systems (ES)—that is, infrastructures for elec-
tricity production, transmission, and distribution—are 
exposed to natural disasters and extreme weather events 
(EWEs), such as tropical and extratropical cyclones, 
windstorms, floods, landslides, lightning, and earth-
quakes (Waseem & Manshadi, 2020; Hewitt, 1983; 
Peduzzi, 2019). Heatwaves, droughts, and wildfires may 
also cause damage to ES and all associated infrastruc-
tures. These events foremost affect the physical compo-
nents of the systems (Bompard et  al., 2013; Brás et  al., 
2023; Jasiunas et  al., 2021) and lead to heavy socioeco-
nomic impacts on vulnerable populations (Gonçalves 
et  al., 2023; Liberato, 2014; Otto et  al., 2020; Stojanovic 
et al., 2021; Zscheischler et al., 2020). ES, which include 
the design and operation of energy infrastructures 
such as production and distribution systems, are called 
energy-critical infrastructures. These infrastructures are 
crucial for vital societal functions, including the health, 
safety, security, economic and social well-being of peo-
ple (Kyriakides & Polycarpou, 2015; Mikellidou et  al., 
2018; Nik et al., 2021). Therefore, the energy supply sec-
tor includes all energy extraction, conversion, storage, 
transmission, and distribution processes (Bruckner et al., 
2014; Martinez et al., 2019; Qazi, 2017).

Extreme weather events (EWEs) are rare occurrences 
that deviate from normal weather patterns in frequency 
and intensity. These events typically fall within or exceed 
the statistical rarity thresholds, ranking at or beyond the 
10th or 90th percentile on a probability density function 
derived from observed data. When an extended period 
of extreme weather lasts, spanning a whole season, it 
might be categorized as an extreme climate event, par-
ticularly if it results in notably high or low average or 
total (IPCC, 2022a; McPhillips et al., 2018). Thus, certain 
climate extremes, such as droughts or floods, may result 
from multiple non-extreme weather or climate events 
accumulating over time, leading to extreme conditions 
(Leonard et  al., 2014). Additionally, weather or climate 
events, even if not considered extreme based on statis-
tical measures, can cause severe conditions or conse-
quences. This could happen by surpassing a crucial limit 
within a societal, ecological, or physical system or by co-
occurring with other events (IPCC, 2018). Furthermore, 
there is an understanding that climate change results in 
an increased occurrence and intensity of EWEs, which 
include extreme precipitation events, strong winds, and 
snowstorms, as well as intense heatwaves and droughts. 
These events cause extensive adverse effects on ecosys-
tems, populations, and infrastructure, leading to con-
sequential damage that goes beyond that attributed to 
natural climate variability (IPCC, 2018, 2022b). Conse-
quently, an increase in EWEs can have a direct impact 

on energy demand in key end‐use sectors (Damm et al., 
2017; IEA, 2022; Panteli & Macarella, 2015) and affect the 
energy systems (ES) in the most vulnerable areas (Mikel-
lidou et al., 2018; Otto et al., 2020; Panteli & Macarella, 
2015). ES are severely affected by EWEs, which are con-
sidered a serious risk for the energy sector and its facili-
ties—implications for the reliability and performance, 
and the resilience of energy supply systems (Brás et  al., 
2023; Gonçalves et al., 2023, and references therein, Pan-
teli & Macarella, 2015; Holtinger et al., 2019; Perera et al., 
2020) but also in the sectors of production, transmission, 
distribution infrastructures (Waseem & Manshadi, 2020), 
and other economic sectors that depend on the energy 
supply. Moreover, EWEs can also have implications for 
the reliability and performance of renewable, such as 
wind energy systems (WES), and non-renewable energy 
systems (Cronin et al., 2018; Perera et al., 2020; Schaeffer 
et al., 2012).

Acknowledging the growing occurrence and impact 
of EWEs in the energy sector, the present paper aims to 
assess and systematize the impacts caused by extremes of 
the different atmospheric parameters on energy systems 
(such as thermal and solar power plants, hydropower 
plants, power grids), the impacts of these events on 
energy production systems, on power transmission and 
distribution systems worldwide. Additionally, this study 
focuses particularly on wind energy systems through 
a comprehensive review of the effect of EWE on wind 
resources and wind technology. Furthermore, a review 
of measures and recommendations for the mitigation of 
impacts on energy storage systems, distributed energy 
systems, and smart grids and microgrids is presented. 
Adaptation measures and new strategies to mitigate 
the impacts of extreme events and to maintain the nor-
mal operation of the systems and associated infrastruc-
tures are described and finally, conclusions are drawn. 
Thus, the main novelty of this study, in comparison with 
existing literature, is the fact that it presents a compre-
hensive review of the impacts of extreme events on dif-
ferent energy systems worldwide, with a special focus on 
wind energy systems, together with the identification and 
analysis of measures and solutions that allow to minimize 
those impacts and increase the resilience of systems to 
these events.

This study proceeds in the following order: (i) to assess 
the real impact of the EWEs on ES worldwide; (ii) to focus 
particularly on the WES; (iii) to identify and assess the 
need to adapt the WES systems to maintain their normal 
operation and the stability of the network, even during 
the occurrence of EWEs; and (iv) to critically review and 
suggest measures and solutions to minimize the impacts 
of EWEs on the systems. Therefore, the article’s structure 
is as follows: the background is presented in section two; 
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section three describes the data and methods used to 
perform this review. Section four identifies and evaluates 
EWEs and their impacts on energy systems. In section 
five the impacts on WES are specifically assessed. Section 
six analyzes and synthetizes the strategies, measures, and 
solutions. The results and conclusions are presented in 
the final section.

Background
Energy systems are heavily impacted by climate variabil-
ity since the energy availability and supply are dependent 
on atmospheric conditions (Gonçalves et al., 2021; Jerez 
& Trigo, 2013; Liberato, 2014; Staffell & Pfenninger, 2018; 
Trigo et al., 2004) and/or climate change impacts (Damm 
et al., 2017; Devis et al., 2018; Jasiunas et al., 2021; Lledo 
et  al., 2019; Otto et  al., 2020; Santos et  al., 2015; Tobin 
et al., 2016). ES are susceptible to diverse types of events, 
including EWEs, natural hazards, and climate change as 
summarized in Fig. 1.

The concept of vulnerability is used to measure the 
challenges a system faces in supporting its function dur-
ing and after an unwanted event (Doorman et al., 2006; 
Sperstad et al., 2020). Power system vulnerability consists 
of two aspects: susceptibility to threats and the system’s 
ability to cope with such events. It involves the power sys-
tem operator’s technical, human, and organizational fac-
tors (Sperstad et al., 2020). Several types of vulnerability, 

such as in power generation infrastructure, transmission, 
distribution, and supply chains, are studied by Schweik-
ert and Deinert (2021).

Abedi et al. (2019) further define the concept of vulner-
ability by dividing it into physical vulnerability, systemic 
vulnerability, systemic and physical, and measurement-
based assessments. These authors discussed vulnerabil-
ity analysis methods, differentiating between analytical 
and simulated approaches. Analytical methods provide 
accurate solutions for simplified problems and are effi-
cient for evaluating similar systems. Simulations, like 
Monte Carlo methods, generate accurate solutions to 
more complex, real-world problems, particularly when 
deriving equations becomes challenging. While analyti-
cal methods rely on mathematical solutions for simplified 
models, simulations replicate actual system behaviors, 
becoming the preferred choice as systems become more 
complex (Abedi et  al., 2019, and references therein). 
Moreover, the authors detailed various vulnerability 
analysis approaches, dividing them into two primary 
categories: analytical methods and Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The analytical methods include complex network 
methods (pure complex network method and extended 
complex networks methods), flow-based methods (deter-
ministic flow-based approach and probabilistic flow-
based approach), logical methods (game theory and 
hierarchical method), functional methods (agent-based 

Fig. 1 Extreme weather systems and events that impact energy systems
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modeling, dynamic modeling, and multi-objective opti-
mization) (Abedi et al., 2019, and references therein).

The assessment of electrical grid component vulner-
ability under extreme weather and climate conditions is 
also considered in the work of Dumas et al. (2019). The 
authors investigated the impact of extreme weather and 
climate conditions on different electrical grid compo-
nents. They identify hazards like temperature changes, 
water availability issues, storms, flooding, wind pat-
tern variations, and other extreme events such as wild-
fires. These hazards are assessed within the context of 
electricity generation, transmission, distribution, and 
demand. The study employs engineering approaches, 
including fragility curves, damage functions, and dose–
response functions, to evaluate the vulnerability of grid 
components to environmental threats. Fragility curves 
and damage functions predict the probability of system 
or component failure in response to a single extreme 
event, while dose–response functions quantify how a 
component reacts to climate stress exposure. These tools 
help energy planners quantify the climate vulnerabili-
ties of their assets, enabling better risk assessment and 
mitigation.

In this sense, the rise of power outages caused by EWEs 
has led to the study of system and grid resilience (Brás 
et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2022; Dumas et al., 2019; Gon-
çalves et  al., 2023). Resilience refers to a network’s abil-
ity to rapidly recover from disturbances (Holling, 1973). 
Energy system resilience depends on the occurrence 
of severe weather incidents and includes the system’s 
capacity to predict, tolerate, restore, and respond to chal-
lenges (Gosh & De, 2022; Panteli & Mancarella, 2015). 
Various organizations and researchers define resilience 
with characteristics such as resourcefulness, robust-
ness, adaptability, and rapid recovery, and other features 
associated with resilience include redundancy, capacity, 
flexibility, and tolerance (Mahzarnia et al., 2020 and ref-
erences therein). Standardized definitions, metrics, and 
evaluation methods for resilience are being developed, 
and research is ongoing to address gaps and challenges 
(Bhusal et al., 2020; Bie et al., 2015, 2017). Grid resilience 
involves anticipating, absorbing, restoring, and adapting 
to impacts caused by EWEs, to return the grid to normal 
operation swiftly (Hossain et al., 2021; Jufri et al., 2019). 
Therefore, developing strategies to enhance ES and 
grid resilience is crucial for power system planning and 
operation, considering the significant impact of EWEs 
on power supply reliability and socioeconomic factors 
(Bhusal et al., 2020; Jufri et al., 2019; Panteli & Macarella, 
2015; Panteli et al., 2017).

Although diverse types of systems are examined, the 
main emphasis is on renewable energy systems, spe-
cifically on wind energy systems (WES), which are 

particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change 
and the increasing frequency of EWEs (Fernández-
Alvarez et al., 2023; IPCC, 2022b; Nogueira et al., 2019; 
Tobin et al., 2018). Wind resources are extremely sensi-
tive and dependent on weather conditions (Davy et  al., 
2018; Gonçalves et al., 2021; Ravestein et al., 2018) since 
wind energy depends on the cube of the wind speed. The 
changes in the intensity and frequency of extratropi-
cal cyclones (Catto et al., 2019; Karremann et al., 2016), 
for example, can result in varying frequencies of calm 
or strong wind periods, leading to fluctuations in elec-
tricity production (Costoya et al., 2022; Gonçalves et al., 
2021; Moemken et  al., 2018). Moreover, wind energy is 
currently experiencing the highest growth rate among 
renewable energy sources and is projected to have the 
largest installed capacity by 2030 (IEA, 2022; Wind-
Europe, 2023).

Thus, EWEs pose significant challenges to the secure 
and reliable operation of energy systems (thermoelectric 
production technologies) (Panteli & Mancarella, 2015; 
Zhou et  al., 2023), especially renewable energy systems 
(RES), such as hydroelectricity, photovoltaic, and wind 
energy systems (Sims et al., 2011; Panteli & Mancarella, 
2015; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2023).

In this sense, measures and solutions are needed to 
adapt these systems and to minimize their impacts which 
are analyzed in the following sections.

Data and methods
A comprehensive and objective analysis of the current 
knowledge on the research question “The impacts of 
extreme weather events on energy systems” is carried out 
in this article using an interdisciplinary approach. This 
type of review focuses on contextualization and interpre-
tation, presenting a broad overview and critical analysis 
of the literature within a subject area, with a more quali-
tative synthesis of information (Cronin et al., 2008; Grant 
& Booth, 2009; Green et  al., 2006; Machi & McEvoy, 
2016; Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2016). This comprehensive 
literature review follows the next steps:

• Definition of the research question/objective and 
selection of the topic: define and narrow the research 
topic or question; clarify the scope and objectives of 
the review to guide the literature search.

• Literature search/research strategy and information 
collection: develop a comprehensive search strategy 
using relevant keywords and terms; explore multiple 
reliable sources (databases, journals, books) to gather 
literature.

• Selection criteria: establish criteria for including or 
excluding sources based on relevance, publication 
date, and research quality.
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• Screening and selection: review and select collected 
literature to identify relevant articles, studies, and 
sources; delete irrelevant material that does not con-
tribute to the review’s focus.

• Data extraction: extract key information from 
selected literature, including key ideas, methodolo-
gies, and key findings.

• Synthesis and analysis: analyze and synthesize 
extracted information to identify patterns, themes, or 
gaps in the literature.

• Organization and structuring: develop a logical 
structure for presenting the review, organizing infor-
mation into themes or categories, or chronologically; 
synthesize findings to develop a coherent narrative 
that addresses the research question.

• Critical evaluation: assess the quality, strengths, and 
limitations of the reviewed literature; discuss con-
flicting findings, gaps in research, biases, or areas in 
need of further exploration.

• Writing the review: structure the narrative review 
by introducing the topic, logically presenting syn-
thesized information, and offering interpretations 
derived from the literature.

• Conclusion and recommendations: summarize main 
findings and conclusions drawn from the review; 
discuss implications for practice, policy, or future 
research based on the insights gained.

• Revision and finalization: review and revise the 
review for clarity, coherence, and accuracy before 
finalizing; make sure arguments are supported by 
evidence from the literature and the narrative flows 
logically.

These steps provide a structured method to carry out 
a narrative literature review, offering a  comprehensive 
presentation and critical analysis of the information 
collection currently available on the topic in question 
(Cronin et al., 2008; Green et al., 2006; Pautasso, 2019).

For this review, the information and literature con-
sulted are publications searched from scientific sources 
available on the internet of scholarly literature—data-
bases Scopus (Scopus, 2022) and Google Scholar (Google 
Scholar, 2022) and based on research topics and key-
words considered representative of the topic under study, 
and that are summarized in Table 1.

The publications data include multiple reliable sources, 
such as scientific articles, reports, books, and doctoral 
theses available and published worldwide in the English 
language. Selection criteria were established for inclusion 
or exclusion of sources based on relevance and research 
quality. With the results obtained in the search screening 
and selection were made through an analysis to under-
stand whether the collected literature is applicable. That 
is, deciding whether it fits with the topics under study, 
by reading the main objectives and conclusions of each 
document and excluding irrelevant material that does 
not contribute to the focus of the review. Then, only the 
documents of interest, consistent with the object of the 
study, were downloaded. As a result, 210 relevant scien-
tific documents published between 1973 and 2023 were 
selected and used to review the scientific literature on 
EWEs and their effects on ES, especially on WES.

From these documents, the main objectives, meth-
ods, and conclusions were extracted, which were subse-
quently synthesized and analyzed to identify a pattern in 

Table 1 Topics and keywords of the research

Topics Research keywords

Extreme weather events (EWEs) Weather variables
EWEs
Impact of EWEs on ES

Energy systems (ES) Vulnerabilities of ES
The resilience of ES
Renewable and non-renewable ES
Energy production and distribution systems
Impacts of EWEs on electricity production tech-
nologies
Impacts of EWEs on energy transmission and dis-
tribution infrastructures

Wind energy systems (WES) Impacts of EWEs on WES
Solutions to minimize the impacts of EWEs on WES

Measures and solutions Mitigation of EWEs impacts on ES
Energy storage systems (ESS)
Distributed energy systems (DES)
Smart grids and microgrids
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the type of information collected. That said, the informa-
tion was organized considering the topics under study, 
and a coherent narrative was developed. Concerning the 
impacts of EWEs on electricity production systems, these 
can be divided according to the type of events that gave 
rise to them. The studies were analyzed on extreme wind 
and lightning events, storms, hurricanes, heat waves, and 
drought events, weak wind events, cold waves and freez-
ing, high temperatures resulting from climate change, 
floods, compound flood events, and general extreme 
events. The variation, frequency, and intensification of 
this type of event significantly affect electricity produc-
tion. At this point, studies on the most varied impacts 
on ES were analyzed, such as thermoelectric production 
technologies, nuclear energy, hydroelectricity, and pho-
tovoltaic and wind energy systems. In addition, energy 
transmission and distribution systems that constitute the 
energy production system itself are analyzed, as well as 
energy storage systems, distributed energy systems, and 
smart grids and microgrids.

During the process of writing the review, it was struc-
tured, and the information was presented logically, as 
well as the results and conclusions of this review. Fur-
thermore, limitations and gaps in the reviewed literature 
were also identified, and proposals for future work were 
also identified. Finally, the narrative was revised, to pre-
sent a clear and precise text, with arguments supported 
by evidence from the literature and figures were con-
ceived to better systematize the most relevant findings.

Extreme weather events’ impacts on energy 
systems
In this section, the impacts of different atmospheric 
parameters such as temperature, precipitation, and wind 
are described to understand their impacts on the energy 
systems (ES). Then, diverse impacts of extreme weather 
events (EWEs) on energy production, transmission, 
and distribution systems are presented in the following 
points, using a critical analysis of several case studies.

Importance of different atmospheric parameters on energy 
systems
The atmospheric temperature, precipitation, and wind 
are extremely important in the power production, 
the functioning of electricity production systems and 
their associated infrastructures, since the systems are 
dependent on their values for efficient functioning and 
on the resource availability (water, wind, solar radia-
tion), and power demand, as mentioned in the following 
paragraphs.

Temperature—high temperatures impact the effec-
tiveness of thermal and solar power plants, influencing 
their cooling needs (Rubbelke & Vogele, 2011; Schaeffer 

et  al., 2012), as well as affecting biomass production, 
including factors like the duration of the growing sea-
son, water availability, and crop diseases (DOE US, 
2013; Panteli & Macarella, 2015). Moreover, decreased 
temperatures can result in ice forming on equipment, 
such as wind turbines, or on the sea surface, signifi-
cantly impacting offshore activities (Pryor & Bar-
thelmie, 2010). Conversely, elevated temperatures in 
permafrost regions can lead to instability in the founda-
tions of sizable structures. Additionally, rising tempera-
tures can decrease the efficiency of power transmission 
capacity, as well as the grounding efficiency of elec-
tricity transmission and distribution lines (DOE US, 
2013; Panteli & Macarella, 2015). Heating and cool-
ing needs are greatly influenced by temperature fluc-
tuations, affecting not only overall energy use but 
also seasonal consumption patterns and the preferred 
primary fuels for each (e.g., electricity is used primar-
ily for cooling, while heating mainly depends on other 
energy sources) (Dowling, 2013; Jasiunas et  al., 2021). 
Thus, thermal, and hydroelectric power generation are 
particularly vulnerable to risks arising from heatwaves 
and droughts, while transmission, distribution systems, 
and other renewable technologies are more suscepti-
ble to risks associated with cold spells (such as heavy 
snowfall, ice storms), windstorms, floods, and wild-
fires (Gonçalves et al., 2023; Panteli & Macarella, 2015; 
Perera et al., 2020; Yalew et al., 2020).

Precipitation—the precipitated water is used for gen-
erating power in hydroelectric facilities, helping in the 
cooling processes of thermoelectric plants, and cleaning 
solar panels. However, this dependence on precipita-
tion for energy production undergoes substantial yearly 
fluctuations, with drought periods posing a significant 
energy security risk for nations heavily dependent on 
hydroelectric power (Liberato et  al., 2021; Trigo et  al., 
2004). Thermal energy generation depends significantly 
on water for cooling purposes (for instance, 43% of the 
European Union’s water consumption is attributed to 
the cooling needs of energy production). (Jasiunas et al., 
2021; Rubbelke & Vogele, 2011). Water is essential for 
the maintenance and cleaning of solar panels, presenting 
a significant challenge in arid regions. Furthermore, the 
presence of clouds impacts the amount of solar radiation, 
consequently influencing the overall production of solar 
energy (Dowling, 2013). In addition, most of the capac-
ity for storing electrical energy (more than 99%) relies on 
pumped hydro storage, which depends on the availabil-
ity of water in accessible reservoirs. Substantial energy 
amounts are consumed in the processes of transporting 
and treating water. With a growing trend towards desali-
nation in energy system applications, water demand 
could increase if naturally occurring water sources are 
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substituted by transported water (Jasiunas et  al., 2021, 
and references therein).

Wind—severe winds pose one of the most significant 
threats to electrical grid systems (Rubbelke & Vogele, 
2011). The predicted increase in wind speed attributed 
to climate change is a pressing issue, especially consider-
ing the projected expansion of wind energy (Davy et al., 
2018; Jasiunas et  al., 2021; Santos et  al., 2015). These 
changes have the potential to significantly impact eco-
nomic aspects, site viability, plant design, operational 
approaches, and overall system stability (Pryor & Bar-
thelmie, 2010). However, when extreme variations in the 
availability of these resources occur, resulting from the 
occurrence of EWEs, energy systems are severely affected 
(e.g., Gonçalves et al., 2021, 2023). Thus, the energy sec-
tor and the respective ES are extremely impacted by 
EWEs.

The occurrence of compound events, such as wind and 
snow and/or freezing or high temperatures, heatwaves, 
and droughts, may constitute a multiplying disruptive 
factor, as described in the following sections.

Impacts on energy production systems
Overall, EWEs have a significant impact on both electric-
ity demand and generation. These events can manifest 
as droughts, leading to reduced hydropower output in 
countries like Brazil and increased reliance on liquefied 
natural gas imports. Heatwaves can also affect electricity 
generation by reducing the availability of nuclear power, 
as observed in France and other regions. Additionally, 
lower-than-average wind speeds can affect wind genera-
tion in Europe. Furthermore, events like Hurricane Ida 
can disrupt the offshore production of electricity in the 
United States (Beven et  al., 2022; U.S. Energy Informa-
tion Administration (EIA), 2021; IEA, 2022).

Concerning EWEs affecting energy production systems 
(renewable and non-renewable), several studies address 
the topic, including those mentioned in the following 
paragraphs.

Rocchetta et al. (2015) introduce a multi-objective dis-
tributed energy systems (DES) that accounts for extreme 
wind and lightning events. Their assessment of associated 
risks considers both regular environmental conditions 
and extreme scenarios. Environmental variations signifi-
cantly affect the operation and performance of DES, and 
security and reliability are key concerns for their future. 
Panteli and Macarella (2015) investigate the impact of 
weather and climate change on the dependability and 
operation of energy system components. They propose 
a comprehensive modeling framework aimed at under-
standing and simulating the effects of severe weather on 
energy systems, offering potential strategies for preven-
tion or mitigation in the future.

EWEs pose challenges to the reliability of power sys-
tems, and disruptions in power generation highlight 
the vulnerability of the systems (Abdin et al., 2019). The 
recent study of Brás et al. (2023) analyzed the impact of 
EWEs on European power technologies, emphasizing 
the substantial increase in hydroelectric energy capaci-
ties during floods and storms, contrasted with a decrease 
in fossil fuel-based technologies. The study reveals that 
although floods and storms positively influence hydro-
electric energy, droughts, and heat waves neutralize 
these gains. Additionally, the results highlight the vary-
ing impact of wind and solar photovoltaic technologies, 
underlining the need for strategic planning to manage 
these risks as Europe strives to amplify renewable energy 
use while maintaining a reliable power supply.

In addition, the study of Van der Wiel et  al. (2019) 
explores meteorological conditions associated with 
increased risks related to European energy security in a 
renewable energy-dependent energy system that relies on 
wind and solar sources. They conducted large ensemble 
experiments using data from two global climate models 
(EC-Earth and HadGEM2-ES) to calculate 3 sets of 2000-
year daily records of energy production and demand. 
The weather data reveal extreme events of low renew-
able energy production and high energy shortfalls, pri-
marily caused by high-pressure systems and atmospheric 
blocking. These events occur in winter and summer, and 
redesigning renewable energy distribution or importing 
energy cannot prevent these high-impact events and it is 
not enough to mitigate them. Climate change impacts are 
smaller compared to the interannual variability of these 
events, emphasizing the need to design future power sys-
tems considering their unpredictability.

Storms (Liberato, 2014; Pinto et  al., 2010; Priestley 
et al., 2018) and particularly hurricanes (Che et al., 2014) 
contribute significantly to power disruptions in the U.S. 
electrical sector, primarily due to damage inflicted on 
transmission systems (Gonçalves et  al., 2023; Reinoso 
et al., 2020; Rezaei et al., 2016; Tomaszewski & Ruszczak, 
2013), as discussed on the following section. The study by 
Gonçalves et al. (2021) assessed the high-impact storms 
that affected Southwestern Europe in the December 
months of 2017 to 2019, and it was concluded that these 
events had a positive effect on wind energy production, 
with the highest values of energy production occurred on 
the stormy days.

However, solar photovoltaic (PV) systems can sup-
ply power to local loads during transmission system 
restoration. In this way, the study by Cole et al. (2020) 
conducted research examining the projected energy 
production from PV systems and storage during 18 
hurricanes that hit landfall in the US between 2004 and 
2017. The findings indicated that solar PV generation 
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during hurricanes varied between 18 and 60% of its 
potential under clear skies, while post-hurricane condi-
tions allowed PV systems to produce between 46 and 
100% of their clear-skies potential. When combined 
with storage systems, PV can provide a minimum level 
of energy during and after a hurricane, thus improving 
the resilience of the PV system.

Another question is the floods and the work of Najafi 
et  al. (2021) introduces a network-oriented frame-
work designed to characterize compound flood risks 
in coastal areas. This integrated framework, focusing 
on the complex connections between infrastructure 
systems, offers a means to analyze risk across multiple 
global regions. It incorporates these interdependencies 
into a comprehensive assessment tool to model failures 
and subsequent cascading impacts.

Heatwaves can affect the operation of power grids by 
increasing peak loads, reducing generation and trans-
mission capacity, and reducing the thermal capacity 
of transmission lines. This can reduce gas turbine and 
combine-cycle gas turbine efficiency and cause severe 
power shortages and large price spikes. Ke et al. (2016) 
researched the potential effects of heatwaves on the 
operation of power grids. Their findings underscore 
the importance of accurately assessing the capacity of 
thermal power plants concerning ambient temperature. 
This assessment is crucial to avoid underestimating 
capacity reduction during periods of heatwaves. Hourly 
consideration of derating effects during heatwave peri-
ods is also crucial. The study of Abdin et al. (2019) pro-
poses a modeling and optimization framework designed 
for power systems planning. This framework consid-
ers operational flexibility and the ability to withstand 
extreme heatwaves and droughts, intending to increase 
resilience within the power system. The results show 
that implementing a resilient planning framework can 
lead to substantial enhancements in load supply during 
extreme events. Although this approach involves higher 
investment and operational costs, the savings derived 
from reducing load loss during such events completely 
offset these expenses (Abdin et al., 2019).

Concerning climate change impacts on energy sys-
tems, a comprehensive analysis of how climate change 
directly impacts the production of solar photovol-
taic (PV) energy across the electric grids of European 
regions, considering a future scenario with high-capac-
ity installed of PV was carried out by Jerez et al. (2015). 
The results suggest that by the end of the century, the 
change in solar PV output, compared to current esti-
mations, could range from a decrease of 14% to an 
increase of 2%. The most significant declines are antici-
pated in Northern countries, and the consistency 
of power generation over time might even display a 

slightly positive trend in Southern countries. So, this 
indicates that while there might be minor reductions 
in solar energy production in specific parts of Europe, 
the European PV sector is unlikely to face substantial 
threats from climate change.

In the same way, the study of Bloomfield et  al. (2016) 
highlights the need to consider the impact of long-term 
climate variability on power systems, especially as climate 
change mitigation policies lead to increased weather-
dependent renewable energy generation. By analyzing 
multi-decadal meteorological records and a simplified 
power system model for Great Britain, the study shows 
that inter-annual climate variability affects all aspects of 
the power system, with the most significant impact on 
baseload generation. In a 2025 wind-power scenario, the 
inter-annual range of operating hours for baseloads like 
nuclear power increases fourfold, indicating the impor-
tance of long-term planning. This research suggests that 
renewable integration studies used in policy and system 
design should adopt a more robust approach to climate 
data and expand consideration of climate variability, as 
this issue is likely to be relevant for power systems in 
regions with strong climate variability, such as Western 
Europe.

Periods of high temperatures have resulted in cutbacks 
in generation, raising concerns about the stability of the 
power supply. As thermal power generation relies heav-
ily on water for cooling purposes, the potential impact 
of climate change across the European Union was ana-
lyzed on 1326 individual thermal power plants and 818 
water basins in 2020 and projected conditions for 2030 
(Behrens et al., 2017). Despite efforts aligned with policy 
objectives and a decrease in the withdrawal of water for 
electricity production, the results indicate an increase in 
the number of regions experiencing reduced power avail-
ability due to water stress, rising from 47 basins in 2014 
to 54 basins by 2030. The most at-risk basins are primar-
ily situated in the Mediterranean region, with additional 
vulnerable areas identified in France, Germany, and 
Poland. Additionally, there are plans for constructing 
more plants in these stressed areas (Behrens et al., 2017).

Moreover, high temperatures can result in reduced effi-
ciency in thermoelectric and nuclear power generation. 
This decrease in efficiency stems from factors such as 
decreased access to cooling water, reduced biomass pro-
duction, limited hydroelectric resources, and decreased 
effectiveness of renewable electricity technologies (Auff-
hammer & Mansur, 2014; Nik et  al., 2021). Addition-
ally, the higher temperatures caused by climate change 
can reduce the efficiency of PV cells (Feron et al., 2021; 
Schaeffer et al., 2012).

The study of Perera et al. (2020) suggests that computa-
tions relying on standard weather patterns might capture 
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gradual changes. Nonetheless, their findings highlight 
that accurately measuring the consequences of climate 
change and adjusting energy system designs accordingly 
could potentially increase the renewable energy frac-
tion by up to 30%. This adaptation is crucial to ensure 
robust and reliable operation. So, increasing resilience 
to extreme weather is crucial for designing electrical sys-
tems with intermittent renewable energy sources (RES).

Thus, providing support to increase the strength of ES 
components such as structures, conductors, and poles, 
represents a viable approach to minimize the impact 
of EWEs (Tari et  al., 2021). Additionally, assessing the 
viability of system functionality during extreme events 
involves implementing adaptation measures and sys-
tem control (Tari et  al., 2021; Zhang et  al., 2019), con-
sequently increasing the resilience of the grid (Panteli & 
Macarella, 2015).

Impacts on power transmission and distribution systems
The transmission lines are a major part of the ES and are 
greatly affected by EWEs that cause important power 
transmission grid interruptions—Hurricane Sandy in 
2012, and Hurricane Katrina in 2005—have caused 
critical blackouts and heavy damages (for example, hur-
ricane Sandy left about 7.5 million customers without 
power across 15 states in the US) (Che et  al., 2014). In 
Europe, extratropical cyclones stand out as major con-
tributors to insured losses, where individual storms pos-
sess the potential to generate billions of EUR in damages 
(Pinto et al., 2010; Priestley et al., 2018). Notable exam-
ples of severe windstorms, characterized by extreme 
wind speeds associated with intense cyclones, include 
storms Lothar and Martin in December 1999. These 
storms resulted in losses of US$8 billion and US$3.3 bil-
lion, respectively. Storm Kyril in January 2007 also caused 
insured losses of more than US$6.7 billion (Roberts et al., 
2014), with significant impacts on buildings, utility infra-
structure, as well as transport, forestry, and agricultural 
sectors (Pinto et  al., 2010). In addition, storm Klaus, 
in January 2009, with over US$6 billion in total losses 
reported in Spain and France (Liberato et al., 2011), and 
storm Xynthia, in February 2010, with 64 reported casu-
alties, and a total economic loss estimated at least US$4.5 
billion over the Iberian Peninsula and France (Liberato 
et al., 2013), were considered the most expensive weather 
risk event in the world during 2009, and the 2nd insured 
loss event in 2010, respectively. Windstorm Gong, in 
January 2013, caused considerable socio-economic dam-
age and huge insured losses in the Iberia Peninsula. The 
extreme winds caused transportation disruptions, and 
structural damage to infrastructures due to the uprooting 
and downfall of thousands of trees. More than 11,000 km 
of wires within the national power grid were affected, 

causing power cuts in numerous areas. Approximately 
2.6 million people were left without access to electricity 
and communication services for several days. Insured 
losses amounted to over 100 million EUR (Liberato, 
2014).

Consequently, several studies discuss these issues and 
expose their research and results.

Extreme winds, ice storms, and wet snow deposition on 
overhead power lines (OPL) are some of the major causes 
of structural failures in transmission and distribution 
lines (Reinoso et al., 2020; Rezaei et al., 2016; Tomasze-
wski & Ruszczak, 2013). These events have the potential 
to surpass the mechanical capacity of even recently con-
structed and well-engineered lines, leading to overloads. 
While numerous studies qualitatively assess the influ-
ence of climate change on various elements of the energy 
system, quantitative assessments are scarce regarding 
the effects of climate change and EWEs on the depend-
ability of structures, particularly on power transmission 
and distribution lines (Matko et  al., 2017; McMahan 
& Gerlak, 2020; Panteli et  al., 2017; Rezaei et  al., 2016; 
Tomaszewski & Ruszczak, 2013; Ward, 2013). Gonçalves 
et al. (2023) present a risk analysis methodology focusing 
on EWEs’ impact on OPL in Portugal. Their study found 
that extreme winds are the main factor disrupting OPL, 
accounting for approximately 28 to 40% of the examined 
events linked to windstorms. In instances of compound 
events—wind and rain—the probability of damage to 
the OPL varies from 21 to 30%, while for wind and ice 
events, it fits between 3 and 5%. Consequently, the devel-
opment of effective solutions is essential to mitigate these 
impacts. Guo et  al. (2020) present a model that evalu-
ates the probability of transmission line failures during 
typhoon weather conditions. This model considers both 
the wind speed and the load of the lines. Their findings 
reveal that the Monte Carlo simulation and the DC model 
based on OPA can simulate the fault propagation path 
and identify the crucial components of the power grid 
during a typhoon. The work of Waseem and Manshadi 
(2020) discusses the impact of various natural disasters 
on the operational planning of the electricity grid. They 
examine the challenges that arise during such events 
and explore the strategies to mitigate and ideally pre-
vent any negative effects on the grid’s operation. Zimba 
et al. (2020) described the tropical cyclone Idai which hit 
on March 14th, 2019, on the power grid across south-
ern Africa. Their findings underscore the significance of 
reinforcing electric power infrastructure during design 
and planning phases. In addition, the authors advocate 
the implementation of multifaceted emergency prepar-
edness protocols within power utilities and emphasize 
the need for coordinated preparedness efforts with other 
sectors such as transportation, telecommunications, 
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meteorology, and security. Scherb et  al. (2019) propose 
an efficient procedure to assess component importance 
and network reliability in wind-exposed power grids. 
Their method accounts for cascading failures and island-
ing caused by load redistribution after the first failures 
caused by windstorms. Applied to the Nordic Grid, 
the results prove its effectiveness in planning network 
enhancements to mitigate wind impacts and enhance 
line abilities to limit cascading failures. In the same way, 
Caro et al. (2019) propose an advanced methodology to 
enhance grid resilience during severe events by employ-
ing flexibility tools. A real case study in northeast Italy 
proved the potential of demand response policies to miti-
gate cascading outages during a severe weather event. 
This method strategically reduces the cascade effect of 
numerous outages on a power network when faced with 
severe weather conditions. It achieves this by making 
minimal adjustments to market, load, and generation 
programs, effectively resolving an optimization prob-
lem. Gunduz et  al. (2017) conducted a comprehensive 
analysis of Sweden’s power system reliability, addressing 
climate change-related natural disasters. They proposed 
updating the power policy and investing in underground 
cables to mitigate the severe impacts of EWEs, such as 
the Gudrun storm of 2005, which caused significant eco-
nomic damage. Chen et  al. (2022) developed a hybrid 
simulation approach to model the connection between 
strong wind and power grid faults. The approach consid-
ers line galloping uncertainty and trajectory complexity, 
using adaptive simulation strategies to simulate cascad-
ing fault scenarios during extreme wind conditions. 
Omogoye et  al. (2021) study hurricane impacts on the 
electric power system, particularly the distribution net-
work. They suggest reviewing resilience enhancement 
techniques for the distribution network and proposing a 
statistical model for predicting line outages during hur-
ricanes to improve short-term operational planning.

Another relevant topic is the oil and gas supply which 
can be disrupted by EWEs leading to production shut-
downs, such as hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico in 2004 
and 2005 (Schaeffer et al., 2012). Shao et al. (2017) pre-
sent an integrated approach to electricity and natural 
gas planning aimed at enhancing the power grid’s resil-
ience against adverse events. They suggest supporting the 
OPL with underground natural gas pipelines to achieve 
improved resilience and cost-effectiveness. Additionally, 
this integrated solution helps mitigate the considerable 
damage caused by extreme events on interconnected 
infrastructures. In 2021, the more recent example of sup-
ply disruption includes the natural gas shortage of 31 GW 
of power production capacity due to freezing in Texas 
(IEA, 2021; Mann et al., 2021; Shrestha et al., 2023).

Therefore, the infrastructures of transmission and dis-
tribution such as the OPL, are greatly affected by EWEs, 
where the main cause of the infrastructure disruption is 
the extreme wind resulting from extreme storms such as 
hurricanes, typhoons, tropical and extratropical cyclones, 
and snowstorms (with ice deposition). On the other 
hand, fires caused by high temperatures during heat wave 
events and drought events, combined with those caused 
by human error, pose a serious risk to energy transmis-
sion and distribution infrastructures, such as overhead 
power lines, leaving studies lacking about these impacts 
in this work. As mentioned in the different studies ana-
lyzed above (e.g., Gonçalves et al., 2023; Liberato, 2014), 
these events caused destruction and serious damage 
to the components of the electrical lines, leading to the 
interruption of electrical supply to populations for sev-
eral days.

Thus, Fig.  2 highlights the connections between 
extreme weather events and the impacts caused by 
weather variables (precipitation, wind, and temperature) 
on energy systems and electrical infrastructures that 
jeopardize the resilience of the electrical grid.

From this review, the wind energy sector is one of the 
most affected by EWEs, so, an analysis of these impacts 
on the wind energy systems (WES) is presented in the 
next section.

Wind energy systems
Wind resource
Wind resource is a renewable, efficient, and clean energy 
source, offering substantial potential to reduce green-
house gas emissions. (Ahmed et  al., 2020; Davy et  al., 
2018; Schaeffer et al., 2012). In recent years, wind energy 
has become increasingly attractive and presents a suc-
cessful economic development, and it is one of the fast-
est-growing technologies to produce renewable energy 
(Khchine et al., 2019; Nogueira et al., 2019). The potential 
of wind energy relies on near-surface winds, which can 
be influenced by various factors such as circulation pat-
terns, terrain, and EWEs (Hueging et  al., 2013; Pryor & 
Barthelmie, 2013; Tobin et  al., 2016). These factors can 
lead to fluctuations in wind power generation, resulting 
in variations in the availability of electric power. Changes 
in the intensity and frequency of extratropical cyclones, 
for example, can affect wind patterns, leading to vari-
ations in calm and strong wind periods (Catto et  al., 
2019). Additionally, understanding the impact of climate 
change on wind resources is crucial for assessing energy 
availability (Carvalho et  al., 2021; Davy et  al., 2018; 
Devis et  al., 2018; Fernández-Alvarez et  al., 2023; Lledó 
et  al., 2019; Martinez et  al., 2023; Nogueira et  al., 2019; 
Tobin et al., 2018), as they are a potentially high risk for 
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investors (Modaberi et al., 2023; Solaun & Cerdá, 2019). 
Numerous studies have explored the influence of cli-
mate change on Europe’s electricity sector (e.g., Dowling, 
2013; Wenz et  al., 2017) and its impact on wind speeds 
and wind energy potential across the continent (Hue-
ging et  al., 2013; Reyers et  al., 2016; Tobin et  al., 2016). 
In most of these investigations, results consistently indi-
cate a small increase in wind energy potential annually 
across northern Europe, while there is a small decrease 

projected for southern Europe under future climate sce-
narios (Devis et al., 2018; Liberato et al., 2015; Moemken 
et al., 2018; Santos et al., 2015; Tobin et al., 2016). These 
events would entail more pronounced fluctuations in 
electricity production (Costoya et  al., 2022; Moemken 
et al., 2018; Nogueira et al., 2019; Ravestein et al., 2018; 
Tobin et al., 2016) which poses challenges to the reliable 
functioning of wind turbines, especially in Europe, where 
wind energy plays a significant role in the energy mix 

Fig. 2 Impacts of extreme weather events on energy systems and electrical infrastructures, and grid resilience (photographs courtesy of Agostinho 
Fernandes and Sílvia Loureiro)
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due to the substantial installed capacity of onshore and 
offshore wind, with further expansion expected in the 
coming years (WindEurope, 2023; Zhang et al., 2019). In 
the context of the IPCC (2021) report, it suggests a prob-
able decrease in global mean wind speeds. This decline is 
expected to be most pronounced in regions where prom-
inent wind power facilities are currently installed, such 
as the western United States, northern Europe, and East 
Asia. Consequently, alterations in wind patterns might 
lead to reduced wind energy production, potentially 
resulting in disruptions to electrical grids. Conversely, 
along with the predicted decrease in mean wind speeds, 
there is a projected increase in cyclone intensity. These 
intensified cyclones could surpass the operational lim-
its of wind farms, temporarily interrupt their operation, 
and cause physical impact to turbines and associated 
energy infrastructure (IEA, 2022). However, some stud-
ies highlight that the increase in storminess during spe-
cific periods may contribute to an increase in wind power 
generation, as occurred during the December months of 
2017 to 2019 in Southwestern Europe (Gonçalves et  al., 
2021, and references therein). Therefore, it is crucial to 
implement measures and solutions to adapt WES and 
minimize the impacts of EWEs on their safe and depend-
able operation.

Wind technology
Wind farms can be based onshore with turbines that are 
located on land or more rural areas, as these are usually 
built in less-populated areas where buildings and obsta-
cles do not interrupt the air; or offshore when turbines 
are typically installed on the ocean. Offshore systems, in 
contrast to onshore wind farms, are considered more effi-
cient due to the higher wind speeds, increased consist-
ency, and lack of impediments presented by landmasses 
or human-made structures (Whittlesey, 2017; Eriksson 
et  al., 2008; Watson et  al., 2019; Roga et  al., 2022; Kiwi 
Energy, 2019; National Grid, 2022).

As wind turbines (WTs) continue to grow in both 
capacity and size, their susceptibility to various factors 
intensifies. However, there remains a lack of research 
focusing on elements that impact WTs, such as extreme 
wind events, gusts, blade icing, sea ice, permafrost, and 
air density. These variables are influenced by numerous 
factors that are considerably more difficult to predict 
but with great influence on WES (Modaberi et al., 2023; 
Solaun & Cerdá, 2019).

In the following paragraphs, some studies that dis-
cussed important aspects related to WES are presented 
and analyzed.

The study of Couto et al. (2021) uses weather type clas-
sification to analyze wind power generation in Portugal, 
and the results show cyclonic regimes that present high 

variability, while anticyclonic regimes present more 
low-generation events. Therefore, these results allow 
the enhancement of the predictability of wind resources 
and, so, minimize impacts on the electricity produc-
tion and systems. In this sense, the work of Zhang et al. 
(2019) discusses the importance of considering extreme 
weather and climate change in wind power deployment 
to improve global sustainability, security, economics, and 
resilience. The results found that if extreme wind speed 
increases by 20%, the first capital cost of wind unit instal-
lation by the end of the century could increase by 12% 
due to the higher strength of tropical cyclones. Addi-
tionally, rising sea levels due to storm surges and sea 
ice pose higher risks to inland and offshore wind tower 
structures and foundations. On the other hand, increas-
ing the hub height and rotor diameter in wind turbine 
technology leads to an increase in annual energy produc-
tion and turbine capacity factors, which can limit the use 
of fossil-based power generation. So, Martin et al. (2020) 
show that increasing the turbine hub height from 80 to 
160 m and the rotor diameter from 90 to 130 m increased 
the average annual energy production and capacity fac-
tors by 19% and 45%, respectively. Advancements in wind 
turbine technology, specifically in the rotor diameter and 
hub height, are the main drivers of cost reductions in 
wind power. Larger rotors decrease specific power, which 
boosts capacity factors and allows for wind power to be 
generated in low-wind areas.

Moreover, as the WTs undergo continuous improve-
ments, it becomes imperative to establish updated 
standards that include the latest designs, especially for 
offshore wind conditions. The first offshore wind markets 
emerged in Europe and there is a need to adapt systems, 
documents, and standards to suit diverse markets such 
as Europe, Japan, and the US. This adjustment is crucial 
as the natural and climatic conditions in Europe do not 
reflect the extreme conditions, such as typhoons, hurri-
canes, earthquakes, and icing, prevalent in other global 
regions (IRENA, 2019).

Thus, EWEs are a necessary consideration for wind 
energy systems operators because of the vulnerability of 
these systems. In addition, more studies are needed to 
support normal operation, stability, and security of elec-
tricity demand and to adapt the WES during extreme 
events (Clarke et al., 2021). Progress in climate research 
allows the characterization of potential changes in 
extremes over time. Consequently, taking advantage of 
this improved predictive capability is imperative when 
considering changing benchmarks for power disruptions 
and other effects on ES (Perera et  al., 2020). The adop-
tion of cutting-edge technology will thus reinforce safety 
measures and maintain the stability of WES and distrib-
uted energy systems. This emphasis on technological 
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innovation is crucial as wind energy plays a key role in 
shaping the future landscape of global energy structures.

WTs, onshore or offshore, have built-in mechanisms 
to lock and feather the blades (reducing the surface area 
pointing into the wind) when wind speeds exceed 55 
miles per hour (25  m   s−1) (U.S. Department of Energy, 
2018). The National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) and the University of Miami developed WT sim-
ulation software (FAST) and a forecast model to optimize 
WTs for hurricane resiliency and structural efficiency. 
They use a downwind orientation, allowing the blades 
to bend without hitting the tower and reducing struc-
tural damage during an extreme event (Kim et al., 2016; 
U.S. Department of Energy, 2018 and references therein). 
Zhou and Yang (2020) propose a wind turbine with sen-
sors on the turbine itself, on the blades, and on the tower 
to monitor its operation. So, the inclusion of a wind 
speed detector improves power generation efficiency by 
allowing the turbine to predict wind conditions. Addi-
tionally, sensors on the wind blades can detect the degree 
of damage, preventing accidents and minimizing losses 
for the company and surrounding people due to blade 
breakage. This is crucial for typhoon scenarios, which 
can cause offshore wind power ramp events and impact 
power system stability.

Another issue is analyzed by Wang et al. (2019) which 
proposed a framework to mitigate the impact of wind 
power ramping caused by typhoons on offshore wind 
farms. Their strategy optimizes curtailment, consid-
ering generator adjustments, demand response, and 
grid resilience. This approach efficiently utilizes system 
adjustments, maintains supply–demand balance, and 
minimizes costs while ensuring security and stability. 
WTs need backup power systems during hurricanes. This 
allows them to adjust their direction and face the wind. 
The Philippines already uses this technology (Han et al., 
2014; Worsnop et al., 2017). In Japan, turbines must with-
stand strong winds and lightning storms. Thus, invest-
ment to expect every possible scenario that affects wind 
energy is required (Fortune, 2021). Vestas developed 
the V136-4.2  MW Extreme Climate turbine, optimized 
for extreme weather and low to medium wind speeds. It 
withstands up to 53 m  s−1 winds and 74–78 m  s−1 gusts. 
With a full-scale converter, it operates in low-grid capac-
ity areas, increasing winter storm energy production by 
56%. This WT model is suitable for onshore/offshore 
sites, it targets projects in Japan, Asia, the Caribbean, and 
the UK (Vestas, 2019, 2022). Siemens Gamesa also has a 
model of WTs suitable for extreme weather conditions 
and typhoon resistant (Siemens Gamesa, 2022), while 
Enercon modifies turbine components for performance 
in extreme climates, without limiting the operation of the 
turbines (Enercon, 2022). These robust technologies can 

withstand typhoon winds [over 33  m   s−1 (119  km   h−1)] 
by adjusting blade pitch to support safe spinning while 
generating sufficient power. A backup system allows the 
turbine to align with the wind even when the power grid 
shuts down. MHI Vestas Offshore Wind will deploy over 
30 typhoon-strength turbines at the Akita Noshiro Off-
shore Wind Farm Project in Japan, boosting the growing 
sector (Spectra, 2020; Vestas, 2020).

A different solution to mitigate EWE impacts offshore 
is the floating platform with reduced steel usage which is 
being developed. These platforms use a central counter-
weight and pulley system to respond to waves, increasing 
wind generator effectiveness and reducing maintenance 
costs. The design minimizes wear and tear on turbines, 
enabling greater energy capture during EWEs (Popular 
Lin et al., 2019; Science, 2021).

The WindFloat Atlantic project in Viana do Castelo, 
Portugal, is a significant achievement in offshore wind 
energy (WindFloat Atlantic, 2023a). It features the larg-
est turbine ever installed on a floating platform, situated 
20  km offshore in waters 100  m deep. Using Principle 
Power’s advanced technology, the project enables the 
installation of floating platforms in deep waters, tapping 
into abundant wind resources. The project’s innovation 
lies in its design, inspired by the oil and gas industry, to 
support multi-MW floating wind turbines in deep waters 
(over 40  m). The semi-submersible floating structure is 
anchored to the seabed and maintains stability through 
water entrapment plates and a ballast system. WindFloat 
Atlantic is versatile, compatible with any offshore floating 
wind turbine, and can be fully assembled onshore, reduc-
ing the need for marine resources. The project’s resilience 
was tested during the record-breaking storm Ciaran in 
November 2023, withstanding extreme conditions of 
20-m-high waves and wind gusts reaching 139  km/h. 
The storm’s wind speeds peaked at 38.8  m per second, 
surpassing the project’s previous records. During the 
storm, the operations and maintenance teams ensured 
the infrastructure’s safety and continuous energy pro-
duction (WindFloat Atlantic, 2023a, 2023b). This event 
highlighted the project’s exceptional engineering and its 
capacity to endure severe weather, reinforcing WindFloat 
Atlantic’s role as a pioneering model in floating offshore 
wind technology and environmental stewardship. (EDP, 
2022; OceanWinds, 2021; WindFloat Atlantic, 2022, 
2023a, 2023b).

In the Nordic region, WTs must withstand extreme 
weather conditions and work with minimal mainte-
nance. The EU-funded Njord project provides durable 
WES for telecom, surveillance, and residential sectors, 
capable of operating at high altitudes for up to 25 years 
(European Commission, 2020). Icewind and the Njord 
team offer two models, Freya and Njord, of durable 
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vertical-axis WTs for remote locations (Icewind, 2022a). 
The Freya model provides sustainable energy solutions 
with reduced operational costs and can survive wind 
speeds up to 60 m  s−1 with a rated power of 100W and a 
max power of 600W (Icewind, 2022b). The Njord model 
(Njord 100 and Njord 500) serves industries in harsh 
climates and provides a maintenance-free solution for 
users, with startup and survival speeds of 2  m   s−1 and 
60 m  s−1, respectively. The Njord 100 has a rated power 
of 100W and a max power of 600W, while the Njord 500 
has a rated power of 500W and a max power of 3000W 
(Icewind, 2022c).

Extreme cold and ice accumulation on wind energy sys-
tems is a major concern and an assessment of the climate 
where a wind farm is to be located includes not just cold, 
but humidity and wind speed. Strategies to minimize ice 
impact include adjusting turbine location and arrange-
ment. De-icing or anti-icing products, such as the pan-
els installed directly in the turbine rotors warm up the 
rotors, keeping them ice-free. Nacelles are equipped with 
fan heaters to maintain warmth and minimize extreme 
weather effects on wind farms. Components like gear-
boxes, wind sensors, and electrical systems have heat-
ing elements to prevent freezing. Turbines detect ice on 
blades and shut down until it melts for safe operation. 
However, only under very rare circumstances does the 
cold weather force a turbine to shut down, and when it 
happens, the turbines are keeping warm to continue 
protecting their systems and ensure they are ready to 
go once the blades are safe to spin again. Algorithms are 
adjusted for winter conditions, considering air density, 
pressure, and other factors affecting turbine performance 
(Kollar et  al., 2019; MidAmerican Energy Company, 
2021; Stoyanov & Nixon, 2020). As it said, an ice sen-
sor integrated with an ice mitigation system is needed to 
prevent ice formation on wind turbine blades. Madi et al. 
(2019) review ice sensing and mitigation techniques for 
wind turbine blades. Integrated ice sensor and mitigation 
systems have drawbacks and require significant improve-
ment as current technologies are inefficient when com-
bined in integrated systems.

Thus, within the field of wind energy, predictive abili-
ties are crucial to curtail production costs and mitigate 
the impact of unforeseeable ramp events, which can 
undermine the reliability of power networks. Addition-
ally, improvements in planning tools are essential to opti-
mize the economic and technical aspects of wind energy. 
This requires consideration of practical limitations and 
incorporation of available adaptable solutions. Conse-
quently, the distinct attributes of WES, encompassing 
intermittency, turbine technology, and protective meas-
ures, pose new challenges to the effective integration of 
wind energy into the economy (Ahmed et al., 2020; Roga 

et  al., 2022). Therefore, the vulnerability of the wind 
energy systems to weather conditions, as EWEs, needs to 
be understood and it is crucial to assess the impacts of 
these events on WES (resource, turbines and infrastruc-
tures associated) that have important implications for 
energy security and power system resilience.

Throughout this analysis, it can be concluded that WES 
are heavily exposed to extreme weather conditions, char-
acterized mainly by extreme winds and gusts of wind, 
storms, typhoons and lightning, snowstorms, and ice 
accumulation on turbine components and the indirect 
effect of high waves. However, there are already numer-
ous solutions developed to mitigate the effects of these 
extreme weather conditions on systems, which include:

• Forecasting and defense mechanisms against extreme 
winds and lightning, through the installation of sen-
sors and more automated control systems.

• Backup mechanisms in  situations where the turbine 
is forced to shut down, to protect the essential com-
ponents of the turbine.

• Turbines, built with more resistant materials and 
components adapted to the locations where they will 
be installed.

These measures reduce installation and maintenance 
costs and, in turn, wind energy production costs, while 
increasing energy security and power system resilience, 
as is summarized in Fig. 3.

Strategies and measures for impact mitigation 
and adaptation of energy systems
Throughout this work, a comprehensive review is per-
formed on the impacts of extreme weather events 
(EWEs) on energy systems (ES) and wind energy systems 
(WES), making evidence of the continuous and constant 
need for systems to be improved, adapted, and checked, 
to withstand the effects of the occurrence of EWEs.

Strategies and measures to mitigate the impacts of 
EWEs on energy systems include a series of proactive 
approaches aimed at reducing vulnerabilities, increas-
ing resilience, and ensuring the continued operation of 
energy infrastructure during adverse weather conditions 
(Bruckner et al., 2014;  IPCC, 2014; Panteli & Macarella, 
2015). The main objective is to improve adaptability and 
reinforce energy systems against EWEs impacts, mini-
mizing disruptions and ensuring sustained functional-
ity, reliability, and sustainability of energy infrastructure 
(Gosh & De, 2022; Jufri et al., 2019).

Thus, to complete this review, the next sections explore 
these strategies and measures to mitigate the impacts 
of EWEs on systems and new technological solutions to 
minimize the impacts associated with EWEs.
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Mitigation of impacts on energy systems
Strategies and measures for mitigating the impacts of 
EWEs on ES are identified and some studies are ana-
lyzed in this work. The growing frequency and intensity 

of EWEs represent major risks to energy infrastructure 
and supply, so all stakeholders need to act to ensure that 
the systems can predict, adapt, and recover from adverse 
impacts (IEA, 2022). Table  2 synthetizes mitigation 

Fig. 3 Extreme weather events and their impacts on wind energy systems, and the adaptation and resilience solutions to minimize them

Table 2 Mitigation strategies and measures (Adapted from: Afzal et al., 2020; Bhusal et al., 2020; Bie et al., 2017; Ghosh & De, 2022; 
Hossain et al., 2021; Ibrahim et al., 2022; Jufri et al., 2019; Mahzarnia et al., 2020; Panteli & Macarella, 2015; Webster & Jian, 2011)

Mitigation strategies

Short-term • Before, during, and after the weather emergency
• Corrective actions help effectively manage the disaster as it unfolds

Long-term • To provide robustness and adaptability to future weather conditions
• Preventive control actions and proper operational procedures help to prepare for the forthcoming weather event

Mitigation measures

Engineering • To design more robust structures to withstand extreme conditions and weather
• To relocate or refit extremely vulnerable existing infrastructure
• To improve the reliability of control systems to be more resilient to higher temperatures and humidity

Non-engineering • To revise operational procedures, policies, and regulations
• To improve localized models used to predict storms and/or flood hazards

Systems and power grid • Vegetation management
• Physical revitalization and upgrade
• Substation relocation, and line rerouting
• Enhance visualization and awareness of situations with sophisticated surveillance and prediction capabilities
• To improve planning for emergencies and prevention and precise forecast of the weather event location 
and intensity
• The operation of the system linked to emergency generators and mobile substations
• The management of repair parts and restoration teams
• The network monitoring system
• Updating of standards of regulated projects

Others • To assess risks
• To incorporate climate resilience in energy and climate plans
• To identify cost‐effective measures and incentivize utilities to act
• To implement resilience measures, evaluate and adjust them to continuously improve system resilience
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strategies and measures based on several works such as 
Panteli and Macarella, (2015); Jufri et  al. (2019); Web-
ster and Jian (2011); Ibrahim et al., (2022); Hossain et al., 
(2021); Ghosh and De, (2022); Bie et  al., (2017); Afzal 
et  al., (2020); Bhusal et  al., (2020); Mahzarnia et  al., 
(2020), which represent a wide range of fundamental 
aspects.

Moreover, supporting electrical safety in the ES 
requires new tools and approaches [Adapted from (IEA, 
2022)]:

• Improved responsiveness and agility in power gen-
erators

• Greater connectivity and adaptability among con-
sumers

• Reinforcement of network infrastructure
• Implementation of digitalization to facilitate dynamic 

electricity and information flows
• Adjustments to address climate change, weather pat-

terns, and changes in consumer behavior.

It is worth noting that an enhancement strategy that 
works well in a particular event may have adverse effects 
on another event. For instance, underground power lines 
may improve infrastructure resilience against wind-
storms but may prolong the restoration time during 
a flood or earthquake due to the challenges in finding 
faults. Therefore, system planners need to make informed 
decisions when implementing enhancement measures. 
Specific characteristics of the systems and the utility grid 
must be prioritized, to find a balance between diverse 
types of measures and thus ensure the overall resilience 
of the system (Afzal et al., 2020).

Energy storage systems (ESS), distributed energy sys-
tems (DES), smart grids, and microgrids have been 
ranked as new technology solutions that enhance grid 
reliability (Hossain et al., 2021). In the following points, 
these topics are addressed including the definitions and 
means of operation of these systems.

Energy storage systems
The storage of energy and the incorporation of stor-
age systems in the energy production systems can be 
one of the solutions to minimize the impacts of EWEs. 
ESS include various systems and components used to 
store diverse forms of energy. Among these, batteries, a 
key component of ESS, find wide application in provid-
ing emergency backup power and black-start services, 
thereby increasing grid resilience. ESS serve as an energy 
repository, mitigating the intermittent nature of dis-
tributed energy resources (DER) like renewable energy 
sources (RES), which depend on resource availability and 

require storage solutions (Hossain et al., 2020, 2021; Hug-
gins, 2016).

Jasiunas et  al. (2021) analyzed the impacts of EWEs 
on the energy sector, considering supply-side factors, 
demand-side, and energy storage. As RES grow, long-
term electrical storage demand rises, and so, ESS balance 
supply–demand disruptions since batteries can provide 
emergency power to communication infrastructure (Jasi-
unas et al., 2021; Widera, 2020). On the other hand, Jing 
et al. (2021) propose a two-layer modeling framework for 
urban energy systems (UES) considering the impact of 
EWEs (such as heatwaves, floods, and typhoons). Apply-
ing the framework to Xiamen, China shows that energy 
storage (pumped hydro and battery) ensures critical 
demand during typhoons and avoids excessive supply 
investments. This adds a 2.8% cost over 20 years. Proper 
EWEs impact consideration in energy planning ensures 
reliable UES despite fluctuating renewables, offering a 
flexible and efficient paradigm for UES planning (Jing 
et al., 2021).

Despite the high initial costs, the use of ESS has mul-
tiple benefits (Hossain et al., 2020, 2021; Huggins, 2016), 
such as:

• The backup power, such as load leveling, frequency 
and voltage regulation, and power quality improve-
ment

• The supply of backup power during emergencies and 
black-start services

• The effective planning of battery storage can reduce 
grid vulnerability

• The use of RES with associated ESS helps the tran-
sition to a decentralized and therefore, more reliable 
electricity grid

• ESS and renewable grids provide superior economic 
efficiency and increased operational productivity

• To present a vital role in the resilience of the system 
and grid reliability enhancement.

Distributed energy systems
Distributed energy systems (DES) comprehend small-
scale energy generation units located at or near the site 
of consumption. In these systems, the end-users serve 
as producers, including individuals, small companies, or 
local communities. These energy-producing units might 
operate independently or connect to neighboring units 
via a network to exchange surplus energy. When inter-
connected, these form localized distributed energy net-
works that could further connect with similar networks 
nearby (Vezzoli et al., 2018 and references therein).
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Moreover, ES can be also classified into centralized 
energy systems—defined as large-scale energy genera-
tion units that deliver energy via a vast distribution net-
work, usually far from the point of use; and decentralized 
energy systems—characterized by small-scale energy 
generation units that deliver energy to local customers. 
These units can operate independently or be intercon-
nected to share surplus energy, forming locally decen-
tralized energy networks. These networks might further 
connect with neighboring similar networks to create a 
broader energy-sharing system.

Therefore, DES provide energy close to consumers 
using small-scale technologies. These systems integrate 
energy production, transmission, conversion, storage, 
and consumption, linking the different resources. In addi-
tion, DES allow the integration of renewable resources, 
recovery of waste heat, and matching between sup-
ply and demand levels. Therefore, these systems lead to 
economic and environmental advantages in distributed 
production plants (Soderman & Petterson, 2006; Somma 
et al., 2015), and improve grid quality, reduce congestion, 
and enhance flexibility without requiring new transmis-
sion lines (Liu et al., 2021; Mancarella, 2014; Mar et al., 
2019).

On the other hand, using DES and Distributed Renew-
able Energy (DRE) are effective ways to enhance the 
distribution system’s resilience. This is because DRE) 
generation refers to small-scale generation units that 
use RES like sun, wind, water, biomass, and geothermal 
energy at or near the point of consumption, where users 
are also producers. Thus, DRE systems bring about envi-
ronmental advantages by using renewable resources, low 
greenhouse gas emissions, and low environmental impact 
compared to non-renewable centralized energy gen-
eration units. From a socioeconomic perspective, these 
systems offer benefits due to their small-scale nature, 
requiring modest economic investment, easy installation, 
and maintenance. This accessibility empowers individuals 
and local communities to set up and manage these sys-
tems, thereby democratizing resource access, enhancing 
the quality of life, reinforcing local employment, and pro-
moting the dissemination of skills (Vezzoli et  al., 2018). 
In addition, integrating DRE systems with ESS during 
isolated operations presents utilities with another solu-
tion to mitigate the adverse impacts of severe events 
(Gosh & De, 2022; Li et  al., 2017) combined with other 
key features to improve the network resiliency which 
includes adaptability, redundancy, flexibility, fast recov-
ery, and automation of the systems.

Smart grids and microgrids
Smart grids are a sophisticated version of electrical grid 
systems, integrating digital technology to improve the 

reliability, efficiency, and sustainability of electricity ser-
vices. Overall, smart grids mark a substantial shift from 
conventional electrical grids, using advanced technology 
to create an electricity system that is more efficient, relia-
ble, and environmentally sustainable (Escobar et al., 2021; 
Hossain et al., 2021).

Microgrids represent an alternative approach to miti-
gate the effects of EWEs. These microgrids can take the 
form of smart grids that offer greater stability and effec-
tiveness in device management and security through 
sophisticated computing technologies and smart meters. 
This innovation emerged as a flexible structure capable 
of meeting the diverse requirements of different groups 
seeking to integrate distributed energy resources (DER) 
(Hirsch et al., 2018; Hossain et al., 2021).

Therefore, a microgrid offers essential power sup-
port in two distinct manners during substantial power 
outages: (1) operating independently of the main grid, 
using DER to sustain vital loads. This operation, known 
as islanding, is crucial for maintaining network reliabil-
ity; (2) restoring power to critical loads in sections of the 
distribution system experiencing insufficient power. The 
microgrid reconnects to the network after isolating faulty 
areas and assists these sections as an immediate source 
of essential power supplies (Gosh & De, 2022; Li et  al., 
2014). So, integrating microgrids to assist in the restora-
tion of critical loads during severe incidents presents an 
effective solution to increase the resilience of the distri-
bution system (Gosh & De, 2022).

The use of microgrids offers several benefits as it 
improves available power generation, supplying greater 
energy to a wider region. Being situated in proximity 
to loads produces two effects: reduced losses and the 
potential to act as an alternative to network resources by 
minimizing power flows in transmission and distribution 
circuits. Under standard operating conditions, micro-
grids operate autonomously, without exchanging power 
with the primary grid or other microgrids. During emer-
gencies, a failed microgrid receives power from other 
microgrids, preventing its failure and ensuring continued 
supply to customers during the repair period, on which 
they depend (Li et al., 2017; Mar et al., 2019). Smart grids 
and microgrids have reduced susceptibility to the effects 
of extreme weather events (EWEs) and can respond 
quickly and effectively to their impact. Specifically, defen-
sively isolated microgrids have the potential to facilitate 
optimal grid restoration while allowing for the maximi-
zation of grid capacity. Additionally, DER and microgrid 
systems play a key role in minimizing the repercussions 
of failures in power transmission and distribution infra-
structure by generating, storing, and regulating electric-
ity locally (Hossain et  al., 2021; Panteli et  al., 2016; Xu 
et al., 2016).
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These new technology solutions—energy storage sys-
tems (ESS), distributed energy systems (DES), smart 
grids, and microgrids—and the relationship between the 
concepts are represented in Fig. 4.

Therefore, microgrids and their several activities are 
emphasized as being one of the most efficient strategies 
to improve power distribution system resilience (Gao 
et  al., 2015; Gosh & De, 2022; Mahzarnia et  al., 2020). 
However, existing regulations around the world for 
power exchange between multiple microgrids are insuf-
ficient, necessitating immediate review and adjustment 
to meet the growing needs of interconnected microgrids, 
such as integrating more DER, implementing islanding, 
and enhancing energy storage within each microgrid 
(Afzal et al., 2020).

Forecast studies on extreme weather conditions 
and impacts on WES
In recent years, the relationship between forecasting an 
extreme weather event and its impact on energy sys-
tems has become a key area of study. For the power grid 
to become more resilient to these types of events, power 
utilities need to prepare and stage repair crews, which is 
only possible if they can accurately anticipate the impacts 
that extreme weather can have on their systems (Perera 
et al., 2020; Watson et al., 2022).

With the rise in renewable energy, such as wind power, 
the need to accurately predict EWEs has intensified, 
and so, numerous forecasting and prediction studies 
have investigated the impact of EWEs on resource avail-
ability and energy systems, aiming to improve planning, 

efficiency, and resilience (Mohamed et al., 2019; Panteli & 
Macarella, 2015; Perera et al., 2020; Watson et al., 2022). 
Furthermore, the ability to predict EWEs, particularly 
wind speed patterns—wind speed prediction and the 
prediction of operation probability for wind turbines—is 
essential for the efficient operation of wind turbines, as 
it directly impacts their performance (Arora et al., 2018; 
Bazionis & Georgilakis, 2021; Ghorbani et al., 2016; Jiang 
et al., 2021; Karaman, 2023; Liu et al., 2022; Xinxin et al., 
2023).

Lei et  al. (2009) divided the forecasting methods 
into four categories: physical models which use a lot 
of physical considerations to reach the best prediction 
precision; conventional statistical models, such ARMA 
model, which aim at finding the relationship of the 
online measured power data; spatial correlation mod-
els which consider the spatial relationship of the wind 
speed in different wind speed measurement stations. 
The wind speed time series of the predicted points and 
its neighboring observation points are employed to 
predict the wind speed; new methods based on artificial 
intelligence, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), 
fuzzy logic models, support vector regression machines 
(SVR), and hybrid models are advanced ones and 
have less error than others (Lei et  al., 2009; Shi et  al., 
2012;  Hu et  al., 2016 and references therein; Arora 
et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2022; Farah-
bod et al., 2022 and references therein; Karaman, 2023).

Physical methods have advantages in long-term 
prediction while the statistical method does well 
in short-term prediction. Both physical and statis-
tical models are utilized simultaneously in typical 

Fig. 4 Solutions to improve grid resilience based on energy storage systems, distributed energy systems, and smart grids and microgrids
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forecasting methods. To train the system on the local 
conditions, numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
results are regarded as input variables together with 
historical data and statistical theories. Statistical mod-
els are the autoregressive model (AR), moving average 
model (MA), autoregressive moving average model 
(ARMA), and autoregressive integrated moving average 
model (ARIMA) (Lei et  al., 2009; Shi et  al., 2012;  Hu 
et  al., 2016 and references therein; Jiang et  al., 2021; 
Daniel et  al., 2020; Bazionis & Georgilakis, 2021; Liu 
et al., 2022).

Several studies explored various modeling 
approaches, including GARCH (Generalized Autore-
gressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) and machine 
learning models, to forecast wind speeds for better 
understanding and optimizing wind turbine operations 
(Chen et  al., 2013; Liu et  al., 2011, 2013; Zhou et  al., 
2010). In the study of Zhou et al. (2010), GARCH was 
used to model wind speed, effectively capturing vari-
ations in time series. By correlating the power curve 
and wind speed, the wind power estimate was easily 
derived from the predicted speeds. Validating its pre-
diction model with an example, GARCH demonstrated 
its advantage in improving prediction accuracy over 
ARIMA. Numerical calculations using sequences with 
diverse volatility clusters highlighted GARCH as hav-
ing better forecasting performance, particularly with 
sequences that highly fluctuate. Liu et al. (2011) evalu-
ate ARMA–GARCH methodologies for wind speed 
modeling, employing 10 different model structures 
with various GARCH approaches on seven years of 
hourly wind speed data from Colorado, USA. Various 
evaluation methods confirm the effectiveness in cap-
turing the changing trend of the mean and volatility of 
wind speed. These models display time-varying non-
linear and asymmetric characteristics in wind speed 
volatility, consistently improving sufficiency. How-
ever, as height increases, the explanatory power of the 
ARMA–GARCH(-M) model decreases slightly. No sin-
gle model structure universally outperforms others at 
all heights, emphasizing the need to evaluate potential 
models for optimal sufficiency in wind speed datasets. 
In the study of Liu et  al. (2013), the real wind speed 
and power data were used to apply a methodology that 
employs ARMA-GARCH-M to predict wind speed and 
calculate the operation probability and the expected 
power output of the wind turbine. The results affirm its 
effectiveness, and reliability in wind speed estimation, 
and accuracy in forecasting turbine operations and 
power output. Chen et al. (2013) introduce GARCH in 
mean-type models for wind power forecasting, incor-
porating volatility and intermittency impacts into the 
forecasting equation. The GARCH in the mean effect 

curve highlights volatility’s negative influence on wind 
power. The parameters are estimated using Conditional 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation, applied to histori-
cal coastal wind power data from East China. Com-
paratively, the proposed GARCH in mean type model 
proves effective, outperforming classical wind power 
forecasting models like ARMA and GARCH, show-
casing their superiority in accuracy. Chen et al. (2019) 
showcase GARCH-type models’ effectiveness in cap-
turing the time-varying volatility of wind power series, 
highlighting asymmetry through parameter estimation. 
Enhanced News Impact Curve analysis emphasizes vol-
atility responses to shock magnitude and sign. Consist-
ent results across multiple model specifications validate 
the effectiveness of the asymmetric effect of volatility 
models in improving wind power forecasting.

The integration of GARCH models and machine 
learning techniques provides a robust framework for 
predicting wind speeds, subsequently improving the 
operational assessment and management of wind tur-
bines in renewable energy systems (Chen et  al., 2019; 
Liu et  al., 2022). So, this holistic approach allows 
energy systems to adapt and optimize their operations 
in response to changing weather dynamics, thereby 
maximizing energy generation while ensuring reliabil-
ity and profitability (Xinxin et al., 2023). These models 
have been utilized due to their ability to capture time-
varying characteristics and volatility in wind speed 
data, and to increase the accuracy of weather predic-
tions, directly influencing the operational probability of 
wind turbines (Karaman, 2023; Xinxin et al., 2023).

Machine learning methods such as neural networks, 
random forests, and support vector machines have 
effectively predicted wind speed using diverse data to 
improve accuracy over varying time frames (Bazionis & 
Georgilakis, 2021; Farahbod et al., 2022). These models 
predict various EWEs (such as storms, extreme temper-
ature fluctuations, and extreme windstorms), assisting 
in energy planning for proactive risk management and 
resource optimization (Liu et  al., 2022; Xinxin et  al., 
2023).

Therefore, the interaction between GARCH models 
and machine learning algorithms offers a powerful solu-
tion for predicting extreme weather and its impact on 
energy systems, particularly wind speeds predicting for 
efficient operation of wind turbines (Chen et  al., 2019; 
Liu et al., 2022).

Figure 5 synthesizes the main categories of wind speed 
forecast models covered in this section.

Continued advancement in predictive analytics has 
immense potential to optimize renewable energy integra-
tion, improve network management, and reinforce the 
reliability of energy systems in the face of increasingly 
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unpredictable and extreme weather patterns (Karaman, 
2023; Liu et al., 2022).

Therefore, governments and energy companies must 
act to enhance the resilience of energy systems to EWEs. 
Since, the implementation of mitigation strategies and 
measures to improve the energy systems seeks to answer 
three questions—the reduction in the magnitude of 
the immediate impact caused by EWEs, maintenance, 
and the re-establishing of the operation of the systems 
and network as quickly as possible after the occurrence 
of such events (Gonçalves et  al., 2023; Jufri et  al., 2019; 
Watson et al., 2022). Figure 6 summarizes the points cov-
ered throughout this work. The interconnection between 
EWEs and energy systems, in particular wind energy sys-
tems, and the mitigation of the impacts of EWEs caused 
on ES. Mitigation of impacts therefore includes strate-
gies and measures (as detailed in Table  2) that involve 
the implementation of technologies such as energy stor-
age systems, distributed energy systems, smart grids, and 
microgrids. Concerning wind energy systems, imple-
menting advanced forecasting systems and prediction 
models using artificial intelligence is crucial to accurately 
predict wind speed, and energy produced by wind tur-
bines, and prevent extreme wind or low-speed events.

Concluding remarks
Extreme weather events (EWEs) are associated with 
numerous socioeconomic impacts on the energy sector, 
namely on energy systems (ES) and all associated infra-
structures, and more specifically on wind energy sys-
tems (WES), which are comprehensively reviewed in this 
paper.

Concerning WES, there is a constant challenge 
wherein scientists and engineers must implement sys-
tems capable of initiating power generation at lower 
wind speeds while withstanding extreme wind condi-
tions. In this way, wind farms may help mitigate some 
of the harmful effects of EWEs, when new technolo-
gies with resistant components allow them to take 
advantage of the full potential of wind systems, with a 
lot of energy available or very low wind speeds, during 
snowstorms or extreme winds. Moreover, the funding 
of wind energy projects heavily depends on the accu-
rate projection of future wind resources at specific 
locations. Therefore, wind technology must remain 
adaptable to innovative solutions and be flexible to 
accommodate changes in physical and climatic parame-
ters that continually affect it (Caltech, 2022; Gonçalves 
et al., 2022; Rajabzadeh & Kalantar, 2022).

Fig. 5 Wind speed forecast models main categories
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Therefore, the main highlights and conclusions of this 
review study may be summarized in the following points:

• Providing climate and weather data can help energy 
planners and suppliers better understand the poten-
tial risks and impacts of the EWEs. This knowledge 
aids in more effective risk assessment and the devel-
opment of mitigation and adaptation strategies and 
measures.

• Evidence of the need to modify and upgrade engi-
neering standards, operations, and maintenance 
standards due to increased EWEs severity.

• Need for significant investments in resilience strate-
gies for improved system and grid capability.

• Implementing measures such as flood protection, 
relocation of substations, and stronger wind power 
plants.

• Upgrade electrical grids with underground lines and 
robust infrastructure to reduce damage.

• Integration of microgrid components (RES, DER, 
ESS) to improve energy management and grid resil-
ience.

• Use smart technologies to monitor and control the 
grid, making the transition to a smarter grid.

• Accurate prediction of EWEs, especially wind speed 
patterns, is vital for optimizing wind turbine perfor-
mance. The use of machine learning methods, such 
as neural networks and random forests, improves 
wind speed predictions on different time scales, aid-
ing operation efficiency.

• Energy management plays a significant role in system 
operation and control, improving system efficiency.

• Resilient energy systems present high redundancy, 
functional diversity, adaptability, and modularity.

• Risks associated with inadequate maintenance and 
supervision lead to potential economic losses, so it is 
important to select strategies based on cost/benefit 
analysis.

Therefore, this interdisciplinary study contributes as 
a call of attention and action to the need to perform 
new interdisciplinary studies on the impacts of EWEs 
in the energy sector. Furthermore, it highlights the 
need to adapt systems to make them more resilient and 
prepared to face EWEs with minimal impacts.

With this review paper, it is possible to conclude 
that there is much published scientific work on this 
theme and that there are already good solutions and 

Fig. 6 The interrelations between extreme weather events, energy systems, and the mitigation of the impacts of EWEs on ES, technology, and tools
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innovative strategies proposed to face the EWEs. How-
ever, this review also highlights that it is necessary to 
intensify the implementation and adaptation of the 
systems and, of course, to further foster research to 
develop new solutions that follow the evolution of tech-
nology and society, to mitigate the EWEs’ impacts in 
the energy sector.
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